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	Advanced Signal Processing and Noise Reduction, 2nd Edition, 9780471626923 (0471626929), John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book presents a broad range of theory and application of statistical signal processing. The emphasis is on digital noise reduction algorithms, particularly important in the field of mobile communication. Vaseghi covers a broad range of applications, including spectral estimation, channel equalization, speech coding over noisy channels, active noise control, echo cancellation, and more.

	

	Signal processing and noise reduction are at the core of telecommunications and information processing systems. With the increasing use of digital cellular mobile systems in a variety of adverse environments, noise reduction is becoming a particularly important aspect of communication system design. This second edition provides a thoroughly revised and expanded introduction to the fundamentals of random processes, Bayesian modelling, and noise reduction. The subject is covered in a graphical and mathematically accessible manner with the emphasis on Bayesian inference and its application to noise reduction.

	
		Offers a comprehensive insight into a broad range of theory and applications of advanced signal processing
	
		Presents new chapters and sections on definition and modelling of different types of noise and distortions, multi-band linear prediction models, state-dependent Wiener filters and HMM-based noise reduction
	
		Explores practical solutions to echo cancellation, impulsive and transient noise removal, broad-band noise removal, channel equalisation, HMM-based signal and noise decomposition.
	
		Discusses topics such as probability theory, Bayesian estimation and classification, hidden Markov models, adaptive filters, multi-band linear prediction, spectral estimation and impulsive and transient noise removal



	For professional engineers in telecommunications and audio and signal processing industries this updated second edition will be a valuable resource. Researchers and postgraduates in the fields of digital signal processing, statistical data analysis and telecommunications will also benefit from this extensive reference.
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Fault Lines: A History of the United States Since 1974W W Norton, 2019

	
		Two award-winning historians explore the origins of a divided America.

	
		If you were asked when America became polarized, your answer would likely depend on your age: you might say during Barack Obama’s presidency, or with the post-9/11 war on terror, or the culture wars of the 1980s and 1990s, or...



		

Mobile Design Pattern Gallery, Color EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		To name something is to begin to understand it.
	


	
		My five-year-old son, like many children, enjoys looking at clouds. A few weeks ago,
	
		he clued into the fact that different kinds of clouds had different names. And so, being
	
		of good geek stock, he proceeded to memorize them—cirrus, cumulus,...


		

Project Management: How to Plan & Deliver a Successful ProjectStudymates, 2008

	Who needs to manage a project? Well, frankly, everyone working in the public or private sector. Yet how many of us get adequately trained in how to do it? This is where this book can help. Written by an experienced practitioner, what lies at the beating heart of this book is the structure of a strategy to ensure that every project is...





	

Mac OS X Snow Leopard In DepthQue, 2009
You don’t have to see too many of those ubiquitous “Mac versus PC” ads to get the basic idea: Macs are intuitive, easy to use, and they just work. That’s all true, certainly, but it misses something important about the Mac, and particularly about Mac OS X, the Mac operating system: easy is not the same as simple. Easy means...

		

Practical Studies in E-Government: Best Practices from Around the WorldSpringer, 2010

	Information and communication technology (ICT) is permeating all aspects of service management; in the public sector, ICT is improving the capacity of government agencies to provide a wide array of innovative services that benefit citizens. E-Government is emerging as a multidisciplinary field of research based initially on empirical insights...


		

What is What in the Nanoworld: A Handbook on Nanoscience and NanotechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
More than 1,400 entries, from a few sentences to a page in length. The second, completely revised and enlarged edition of this introductory reference handbook summarizes the terms and definitions, most important phenomena, and regulations occurring in the physics, chemistry, technology, and application of nanostructures. A representative collection...
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